
TABLE 4. 
of Used Channel Mixture 

Area of sample I Weight fraction~ % 
selection I SiO~ J .SiC i Fetot J 

Channel wall |6,0 18,4 1,14 
Channel bottom 15,42 18,7 1,42 

Chemical Composition of Samples 

AliO~ I C 

I 1 ,35 53,  I I 
I 1,18 55,48 

Wear of the test mixture is uniform without wash-out. The channel lining life was 15 
days without intermediate repairs. The life of the normal channel linings is seven days. 

After testing, specimens were selected from the used mixtures and chemical (Table 4) and 
petrographic analyses were performed. Petrographic analysis of mixture samples taken from 
different parts of a channel showed that they consist of the same phases: silicon carbide, 
aluminosilicates, and carbon. The predominant phases are carbon and aluminosilicates which 
form the general skeleton of a sample. Gray colored aluminosilicate grains are mainly of a 
fine, acicular shape and they are uniform. Carbon is distinguished by a yellow color. In 
some areas carbon is entirely replaced by silicon carbide. 

The second phase in amount is silicon carbide whose crystals are distributed uniformly 
over the specimen surface, and as a rule they have faces, they are encountered more rarely 
in the form of fine fragments of irregular shape, and they are distinguished by a high re- 
flective capacity; the size of crystals is from 2 to 0.5 mm. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The possibility and desirability of using wastes from the production of silicon carbide 
articles from the Zaporozhe refractory material factory as a filler mixture for ramming the 
channels of blast furnaces instead of scarce coke fines which are the main component of chan- 
nel mixtures used in the Zaporozhstal' Combine is demonstrated. 

A filler composition based on wastes and technology for preparing it are developed. 

The composition and properties of a channel mixture using unreturnable wastes provides 
an increase in the life of channel linings compared with the normal mixture based on coke 
by a factor of two; working conditions for the service personnel are improved since the re- 
lease of harmful substances during laying and drying of the mixture is much less. 
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ERRATUM 

1990, on p. 544, Eq. (2) should read: 
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